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In the cut and parry of one of Canada’s and British Columbia’s enduring primary 
industries, the forest sector, there are not too many “nice guys.”  In fact the oft heard 
phrase even apart from the acrimonious Canada – US softwood trade disputes amongst 
forest executives about each other is, “that son of a b____.” But that phrase is never heard 
in reference to Mike Apsey for he is an anomaly – a true gentleman.  Even though he has 
been a provincial Deputy Minister during tough times and a forest council CEO trying to 
herd the industry to adopt common beneficial objectives, he has done so in creative, 
tactful, practical and lasting ways. 
 
Mike Apsey, with the help of Ken Drushka and Matt Hughes has captured the story of a 
remarkable man – himself.  And he has done so in a measured way.  It does not come 
across as self-centred or with the opposite tone of false modesty.  From a youngster 
growing up in Vernon, through forestry training at UBC and post graduate work at 
Berkeley, to early assignments overseas, Mike fashions himself as a perennial side kick, a 
Sancho Panza to Don Quixote.  While he has had some very senior positions in both the 
private and public sectors, Mike Apsey has never sought the limelight.  His guiding 
principles have been his love of all forests, helping others with forestry problems, seeking 
the big picture (self-learning), making a contribution and moving on.  Rome, Turkey, 
Ghana, Sierra Leone, Honduras, Guatemala, Colombia, China, Ottawa, Victoria and 
Vancouver have been whistle stops on his journey as a forester. 
 
The autobiography is very readable in one sitting and one acquires the full measure of the 
person as well as the forester.  Sharon his wife and daughters figure prominently in the 
story as do Mike’s parents – a lovely photo of them is presented early on in the volume.  
This is typical Apsey – he credits others for giving him the grounding in human values, 
education and experience to get the job done.  But as well as a good family man and self-
deprecating humorist, Mike Apsey has been a leader in his field, both in Canada and 
abroad. He has been the driver for some key policy developments and accords, not least 
of which is Canada - US Softwood Accord, multi-party National Forest Strategy and the 
awarding of the first long term forest tenure to a First Nation in Canada (Tree Farm 
License)  – Stuart Trembleur Lake Band / Tanizul Timber Ltd. 
 
One weakness in the book is, this writer wishes that Mike Apsey had allocated more 
space to his charitable and not-for-profit sector contributions, which in and of them is 
considerable in his long working career.  He mentions the organizations he has been a 
part of, but one knows there are stories and contributions made that need to be told.  As 
an example, Mike Apsey was a founding member of Pacific Salmon Foundation and 
served on its board for 17 years, he saw the fish for the trees, the ecological linkages. 
 
Finally, Mike Apsey answers the question embodied in the title of his book, What’s All 
This Got to Do With the Price of 2x4’s? – everything. 
 
 


